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1. Introduction

Imagine a situation in which John comes across a man who asks
him for help. Will John help? In The person and the situation: Per-
spectives of social psychology, Ross and Nisbett (1991) conclude that
no information about John, such as how helpful he was in a differ-
ent situation, will help predict whether he will offer the man assis-
tance. Ross and Nisbett were not alone in their pessimistic account
of personality. For decades, cross-situational inconsistency posed a
puzzle and threatened the very idea of personality. How could one
reconcile the intuition that people possess a coherent personality
with empirical evidence of cross-situational invariability?

To account for both coherence of personality and cross-situa-
tional variability, Mischel and Shoda (1995) proposed the Cogni-
tive–affective Processing System (CAPS) theory. To predict John’s
behavior, one needs to know about (i) the organization of his cog-
nitive–affective processing system and (ii) the psychologically ac-
tive features of situations that trigger particular processes within
his network and lead to predictable behavior (Fig. 1A).

We propose that furthering knowledge of person by situation
interactions requires refining our conceptualization and measure-
ment of situations. We put forth our top four list to pursue this col-
lective endeavor.

1. Identifying psychological features of situation. To the extent that
John is affected by the presence of particular features in the sit-
uation (e.g., trustworthiness of the man asking for help), his
behavior will covary with its magnitude. Highly-repeated mea-
sures designs (Shoda, 2003; Zayas, Whitsett, Lee, Wilson, &
Shoda, 2008) expose a participant to situations in which the
presence of the feature varies and responses to each situation
are tracked.

2. Not all features are the same: Units of analyses. One researcher
may focus on how John’s willingness to help is influenced by
perceptions of the man’s behaviors. However, another
researcher may focus on the man’s micro-facial expressions in
the absence of behaviors. Just as different terms refer to partic-
ular types of cognitions and affects (expectancies, goals), devel-
oping a common language for situational units affords the
possibility of linking units of situations to cognitive–affective

processes and neural pathways. For example, the human face
is processed automatically, effortlessly and quickly, whereas
abstract, contextual cues may be processed more slowly.
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Fig. 1. (A) The large circle represents a person’s mind conceptualized as a Cognitive–
Affective Processing System (CAPS) network. The network consists of a stable and
unique network of cognitions and affects (represented by circles), which differs
from that of another individual in the pattern and strengths of associations between
concepts (represented by lines connecting the circles, and the absence of lines
representing no association). The darkened circles represent thoughts and affects
that are activated (accessible) as a result of features present in the current situation.
This activation is assumed to propagate through the network of association and
ultimately influences individual’s experiences and behaviors. The undarkened
circles represent those thoughts and affects that are not activated in the current
situation. (B) The CAPS networks of two individuals may become ‘‘interlocked” so
that the significant parts of the situations encountered by one partner consist of the
behaviors of the partner, and vice-versa. For example, Tom and John are friends. The
behavioral output from Tom’s CAPS network becomes John’s situation and it
activates a particular cognitive–affective dynamic in John, leading to John’s
behavior. Similarly, the behavioral output from Mark’s CAPS network becomes
Tom’s situation, which, in turn, activates in Tom a particular cognitive–affective
dynamic, leading to his behavior.
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3. Integrating units. Even if John is motivated to provide help, the
situation may simultaneously possess fear-eliciting features
that could override the approach–help response. Ultimately,
the meaning and impact of particular psychological features
depends on other features present in the situation. Understand-
ing the effects of situations means understanding how sets of
cognitions and affects are activated and influence behaviors.

4. Significant aspects of situations. For John, the most significant
aspect of his situation is the man asking for help. However, this
situation has been randomly thrown upon him (by Ross & Nisb-
ett, 1991). In everyday life, individuals shape the situations they
repeatedly encounter by choosing whom to interact with. These
simple ideas (Zayas, Shoda, & Ayduk, 2002) allow one to model
significant parts of the situation by modeling the minds of
interaction partners (Fig. 1B), such as repeated interactions
between John and his longtime friend, Tom.

So, will John help the man sitting on the street corner? Perhaps
it will be difficult to determine what John will do in this situation

without knowing anything more about the man. But one may be
able to predict how John will behave if the man asking for help
is a his close friend, Tom, and we know what his request for help
means to John.
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